
August 4th Food Forum 

Residents: 25 in person, 6 via zoom 

Staff: Andy, Chef Mike, Ivia, Elizabeth  

Common theme—communication  

Andy’s idea for “Restart” for Dining: 

Based on Resident requests for more transparency in menu choices and to be included in menu choices, 

Dining would like to implement a voting process for menu choices in the static items (seasonal, always 

available. Chefs will still chose the daily specials), adding the top rated Resident choices on the menu. 

Gives Resident’s a voice in menu preparation and provide opportunity for Resident involvement  

Residents would know ahead of time how items are prepared and what will be served.  

Dining will then evaluate the popularity of the items through Full Count, and continually evolve menu 

choices with the Residents.  

How it will likely work: Dining will provide a packet to residents of recipes, listing out the ingredients, 

how to prepare, nutritional value and caloric intake, portion size etc. Residents would then vote, and 

then see the top voted items on the menu.  

Three residents spoke up and supported the idea. 

Open Comments: 

I ordered something on the menu (shrimp)—server didn’t mention it wasn’t available, and got 

something different and didn’t enjoy it. A: will re-train to make sure server knows. Sometimes depends 

on what was ordered versus what is available day of delivery (especially when it comes to fresh seafood, 

subject to availability). 

Menu is very difficult to read A: will look at and see what we can re-do; we could maybe make several 

samples and residents can help choose the final design 

Would like to see white and dark meat options on the static menu options A:  this will be part of the 

voting process as well.  

Menu posted outside Oneida Room looks different now AT: will put the full menu out there and not just 

specials. We will post within a window of time, so we have time to make adjustments as needed. 

Entrees—steak, salmon, chicken—what percentage of each are ordered, is this tracked?—AT: yes we 

track in the point of sale system.  

Is there possibility for a 4th item to be seafood, as seafood is popular? Or rotate out the salmon? A: 

Salmon is most popular, we serve over 40lbs a week. We will look at this category as part of the voting 

idea. 

Why is there a difference in fruit salad served in delivery vs in dining room? A: we garnish with berries in 

dining room to enhance the visual presence, we don’t do that in the delivery containers.   

Used to be able to get peaches, but haven’t in months- why? A: peaches were selling and was taken off 

the menu a while ago. August is peach season, will see peaches in the continental club room and 

incorporated in menu items coming up.  



Can the Bistro menu distributed earlier in the week? A: yes, intention is to be posted on Mondays. 

Apologies for missing this week, it was posted this morning. 

Some specials come with a specific side dish not advertised on menu, and you order a separate side dish 

also and then have two. Can you enhance accuracy in the title of a dish, to list them all out so you know 

what you are ordering?  A: we will add in more clarity in menu titles and descriptions.  

Static menu items need to top notch and consistent and similar to what you would order out (EX: Ruben 

Sandwich) A: that’s where the voting system idea will be helpful, so we can provide fan favorites and 

focus well on those, and focus on the consistency.  

If there is a change in a menu item, can you communicate the reason for the change rather than it be a 

surprise? IE: flat iron steak vs filet—is there a reason why we changed it and can you communicate that 

A: we try to provide good quality products, based on what is available and pricing, and so we can spread 

out cost and still offer other high quality items. Beef market has significantly changed, supply and 

demand due to restaurants reopening, transportation, etc. Meat prices are a commodity and fluctuate 

daily. We meet with three different vendors to select the best option and price, weighing price and 

quality making sure meet our parameters.   

How far in advance do you know the prices of items, and how far in advance do you order, and how far 

in advance do you make the menus?—A: about a week in advance.  

**To clarify—this is not to say we can’t afford things. We strategize to balance the whole menu, and 

make sure we can offer great choices across the board.  

Portion size too large and I hate to waste food, sometimes half sizes are too large too. Could you 

communicate that half portions are available? A: recipe sharing/voting idea will share portion size, so 

you will have that information ahead of time and everyone will be on the same page.  

Can you have hot cocoa powder in Club Room? A: will make sure it is re-stocked 

A la mode—looking for larger scoop of ice cream A: 2oz portion is served a la mode which is a standard 

for a la mode. Will double check we are using appropriate scoop. 

Happy Hour—would like to see more appetizers (pigs in a blanket, spanakopita) A: will look into 

Happy Hour—outside and with a limited drink menu doesn’t work—cooler inside and more options 

works better for everyone A: will look into 

Can you use more points for ordering two desserts? A: a meal is designed to be all inclusive, going 

backwards to mix and match disrupts service, and server is running around and takes away from other 

customers. You can use your points at the Bakery Café for desserts and sweets.   

Resident group went to Foodlink Café last week, takeout containers were all biodegradable cardboard—

have we been looking into this here? A: we have not recently, did not have a good experience with these 

types of containers and they disrupted the quality of food. However, we can look into it and see that it 

works for our purposes here.  


